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Abstract 
Perturbed Brownian motion in this paper is defined as X, = I B, I - p/~ where B is standard 
Brownian motion, (/t: t >~ 0) is its local time at 0 and H is a positive constant. Carmona et al. 
(1994) have extended the classical second Ray --Knight theorem about the local time processes 
in the space variable taken at an inverse local time to perturbed Brownian motion with the 
resulting Bessel square processes having dimensions depending on H. In this paper a proof 
based on splitting the path of perturbed Brownian motion at its minimum is presented. The 
derivation relies mostly on excursion theory arguments. 
K<rwordx: Excursion theory; Local times: Perturbed Brownian motion; Ray Knight theorems: 
Path transfl)rmations 
1. Introduction 
The classical Ray-Kn ight  heorems assert hat the local time of Brownian motion 
as a process in the space variable taken at appropriate stopping time can be shown to 
be a Bessel square process of a certain dimension. There are many proofs of these 
theorems of which perhaps the ones based on excursion theory are the simplest ones. 
There is a substantial literature on Ray Knight theorems and their generalisations; 
see McKean (1975) or Walsh (1978) for a survey. 
Carmona et al. (1994) have extended the second Ray Knight theorem to perturbed 
BM which is defined as X, = IB, I - Iz/, where B is standard BM (/,: I ~> 0) is its local 
time at 0 and tl is an arbitrary positive constant. The local time of this process in the 
space w~riable taken at the time when it accrues local time x at 0 turns out to be 
a diffusion and, in fact, a Bessel square process of dimension that depends on P. The 
proof is based on quite involved usage of computat ions with Bessel processes; ee also 
Yor (1992). 
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In the present paper a proof  of the second Ray-Kn ight  theorem based on a simple 
splitting result is presented. The path of perturbed BM up to the time it accrues local 
time x at 0 is split at the minimum in such a way that the contributions of each port ion 
to the local time process can be identified using known results about Bessel squares 
and their bridges. Appropriately conditioned, the contributions turn out to be Bessel 
square bridges and their dimensions are easily identified. 
2. Splitting at the minimum and the Ray-Knight theorem 
Some prel iminary results are needed in the derivation of the theorem. Throughout  
this section, it will be a fixed positive constant and perturbed Brownian motion X will 
be defined as X, = [B,[ - #{7 where B is standard BM and ({t: t >~ 0) is its local time 
process at 0 in the semi-martingale normalisat ion so that M = I Bf - ~ is a martingale. 
The following notation will be used throughout his section: 
- y~ = inf{t: (t > x}, the inverse local time of B. 
- For  any process Z the notation L(Z;s, t) will be used for the local time of Z at 
s taken at time t. Note that perturbed BM is a semi-martingale and as such has 
a local time for all s. Moreover,  it can be shown that the map (s, t) ~ L(X; s, t) can 
be chosen to be continuous with probabi l i ty 1. For  a random time T the notation 
L(X;s, T) refers to local time at s taken at T. 
- ~x = inf{t: L(X;O,t) > x} is the inverse local time at 0 for X. 
- The notation (es: s > 0) will be used for the excursion process of reflecting BM in the 
sense of It6. This process is a Poisson point process with points (s, es) in the space 
(0, ~)  x U where U is the space of non-negative continuous functions that are 
positive on an interval (0, RI )  for some Ry and vanish outside this interval: 
U = { fe  C,+ [O, ~): f (O) = O,f(t) > 0 i f0  < t < Ry,f(t)  = 0 else}. 
The a-field in U is taken to be generated by the coordinate maps. Informally, the 
points es are portions of the path of reflecting BM where the local time equals s. The 
mean measure of this point process is 2 x n where ). is the Lebesgue measure and n is 
the It6 excursion law; for details see Revuz and Yor (1994). 
Define the process (Yt: t ~> 0) by Yt = IBtl +/~(1- The following lemma is known 
and can be derived from results by P i tman (1975), Shiga and Watanabe (1973), P i tman 
and Yor (1982) or Le Gall and Yor (1986). For completeness a proof  is given here. 
Note that (L(Y;s, ~): t ~> 0) stands for the total local time of Y at s and (L(e;v, Re): 
v ~> 0) denotes the local time process in the space variable of an excursion taken at its 
lifetime Re. The notat ion BESQ6(x) refers to a Bessel square process of dimension 
started at x. 
Lemma 2.1. The process (L(Y; s, 7x#,): s ~> 0) is an inhomogeneous Markov process: 
(i) For t <~ x it is a BESQ2/u(O). 
(ii) Conditionally, 9iven L(Y;x, Tx/u)= a, the process (L(Y;x + s, yx/u): s/> 0) is 
a BESQ°(a). 
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Proof. Choose an arbitrary Radon measure v on [0, ~)  with compact support. Let 
(e,.: v >~ 0) be the excursion process of reflecting BM as defined above and define the 
function f :  (0, 3:,) × U --+ N as 
it :( .[(v,e) = L(e:s -- ~tv, R,,)v(ds), (1) 
where L(e:', R,,) is the local time process of e. Now, 
=exp( - - f~/  du f (1 -e  fl"'~")n(de)) 
=exp( - (1 / 'p ) f i~dwf (1 -e - f lw ;u 'e ' )n (de) ) .  
To justify the first equality note that the local time of Y at level s is the sum of the 
contributions to the local time at level s of excursions e~, "pushed" up by t~v. The 
integral (2) is therefore the sum of integrals of individual contributions which in turn 
are given by (1). The second equality follows from the exponential formulae of 
excursion theory, see Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 452), and the last line follows by change 
of variables w =/~u. Note that f(w/l~, e) does not depend on/~. By Pitman's theorem. 
see Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 243), it is known that for Ft = 1 the process Y is BES3(0t 
and hence (L(Y;s, ~c): s >~ 0) is BESQ2(0). Hence, by (2), 
( (fo ,)) E exp -- L(Y;s ,~)v(ds = A,2"" 
for a constant A,. depending only on v, and this constant is the "right" one for l~ = 1 
and therefore the right one for all other dimensions. It is well known that with the 
right A, this equation characterises the BESQ2i"(0) process. Since L(Y:s,'-~) and 
L( Y : s, 7x.., ) coincide on [0, x], (i) is proved. To prove (ii) note that the two processes; 
(L(Y;s, 7.,~): s >~ 0) and (L(Y;s. ~) -  L(Y:s, 7.~,~,): s >~ O) 
are independent by the strong Markov property for IBI and their sum is a BESQ2:~'(01, 
and hence given L(Y;x,  7~/,)=-a, the sum of (L(Y;s + x, oc) - -L(Y;s  + x, 7.,:,): 
s ) 0) and (L(Y;s + x,7:,/,): s >~ 0) is a BESQ2/"(a). Since by the first part the process 
(L(Y;s + x, ~) -  L(Y;s  + x, 7_~/,): s >~ 0) is  BESQ2"~'(0) the second term in the sum 
can only be a BESQ°(a) by the addition theorem for independent Bessel squares. ~i 
Returning to perturbed BM, define % = inf~t:  X ,  = Yl to be the hitting time of v 
for y < 0. 
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Corollary 2.2. Let  y < O. The process (L (X ;y  + s, ay): s ~> 0) is an inhomogeneous 
Markov process: 
(i) (Le Gall and Yor, 1986) On [0, -y ]  it is BESQ2/"(0). 
(ii) Given L(X;O,  ay) = a, the process (L (X;s ,  ay): s >~ O) is a BESQ°(a). 
Proof. The assertion follows by observing that (X(c L, - s) - y: 0 <~ s <<, ay) is equal in 
law to the process (Y~: 0 ~ s ~< 7-~,/,) where Y is the process from Lemma 2.2. This 
equality in law follows easily from reversibility of the excursion process (es: 
0 <~ s <~ - y/p) of the underlying [B]. [] 
Let L, = L(X;O, t )  be the shorthand for the local time of X at 0 and recall that 
rx = inf{t: L, > x}. To prove the analogue of the second Ray-Knight theorem 
described in the introduction, the path of the process (X,: 0 ~< t ~< rx) will be split into 
the portion before its minimum on [0,~] and the portion after the minimum. See 
Fig. l for a graphical presentation of the random variables used in Lemma 2.3. 
The following lemma establishes the conditional laws of processes which will be 
used in the proof of the Ray-Knight heorem: 
Lemma 2.3. Fix  x and u, 0 < u < x, and let y < O. Further, let 
M=inf{Xs:0~<s~<r.~} and p=in f{t<r : , :X t=M}.  
(i) The conditional aw of  (Xt: 0 <~ t <~ p) given {Lp = u, M = y} is the same as the 
conditional aw of  (Xt: 0 <~ t <~ cry) given {L,,. = u}. 
(ii) The conditional aw o f (X(z~ - s): 0 <~ s ~ z,  - p) given {L o = u ,M = y} is the 
same as the conditional law of(Bt: 0 <~ t <~ Ty) given {~Pr,. = x - u} where B is standard 
BM, Ty = inf{t: Bt -- y} and # is the local time of  B at O. 
(iii) Given {Lp = u, M = y} the two processes 
(Xd0<~t<~p) and (X (~-s ) :0~<s~<r~-p)  
are conditionally independent. 
Before proving Lemma 2.3, it will be used to derive the Ray-Knight heorem for 




(x(t) . t <_ p) (x(~x-O . t<_ ~x-p) 
Fig. 1. Splitting the path at p. 
) 
t 
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square bridge of dimension ~ > 0 from x to y on [0, a]. For details about Bessel 
bridges see Revuz and Yor (1994). Note that the following observation will be used in 
the proof: it has been shown in Corol lary 2.2 that (L(X;y  + s, av): 0 ~< s ~< - y) is 
BESQ2"q0), So given {L~,. = u} the conditional aw o f (L (X ;y  + s, ~r~.): 0 ~< s ~< - y)is 
BESQ2:~(0, u). 
Theorem 2.4 (Carmona, et al., 1994). Let X be perturbed Browniatl motion and ~.~ the 
im,evse local time off X. 
(i) The two local time processes 
(L(X:,s,z.,.): s >~ O) and (L(X; -s,~.,):  s ~> 0) 
are independent. 
(ii) The process (L(X;s,  zx): s ~> 0) is BESQ°(x). 
(iii) The process (L(X; --s,r~): s >~ 01 is BESQ 2 2'"(x) absorbed at O. 
Proof. Keep the notation of Lemma 2.3; put A ..... = {L v = u, M -= y}. Conditionally 
on A,,.y, the process {L(X;y  + s,p): 0 <~ s <~ - y) is BESQ2:~(0, u) which follows from 
Lemma 2.3(i) and Corol lary 2.2. Furthermore,  given Au.~, the process (L(X;s,  p): s >~ 0) 
is conditionally BESQ°(u) and is conditionally independent of (L (X ;y  ÷s,l*): 
0 ~< s ~< - y) again by Corol lary 2.2(ii). 
On the other hand, given Au,~, the process (L (X ;y+s ,T .~) -L (X ;y+s , [ ) ) :  
0 ~< s ~ y) is conditionally BESQ2_y(0, x - u), This is because by Lemma 2.3{ii). 
(X~, ~: 0 ~< s ~< r., - p) behaves like BM started at 0 run until it hits 3". The local time 
process (L(B; y + s, Ty): 0 ~< s ~< - v) is a BES2(0) by the first Ray-Kn ight  theorem. 
The additional conditioning on {L(B;0, Ty) = x - u}j (in our case {L,, = u~, ) produce,; 
the bridge given above. Further, given A,,,~, the process (L(X: s, rx) - L(X; s, p): .s > 0) 
is conditionally BESQ°(x - u) by Lemma 2.3(ii) and the first Ray-Kn ight  theorem 
and again the two processes are conditionally independent. 
By Lemma 2.3(iii) all four process mentioned above are conditionally independent 
given A~,.~. But by Pitman and Yor (1982) for independent Bessel bridges, 
BESQ,~'(0, y,) + BESQ,a,2(0, y2) ~ BESQ~' ~aq0, y I + Y21. (3) 
So, given Au.y , the process (L(X;y  + s, rx): 0 <~ s ~ - y) is conditionally 
BESQ 2+ 2:"(0, x), the process (L(X; s, T.~I: s ~> 0) is conditionally BESQ°(x), and the 
two are conditionally independent. Nole that the law of this last process does not 
depend on u and y. So this process is independent of the conditioning event A,,.,, and 
conditionally independent of (L(X;  y + s, rx): 0 ~< s ~< - y). Uncondit ioning therefore 
does not destroy independence and (i) follows. (ii) is obtained by straightforward 
unconditioning. 
To prove (iii), let (Z,: 0 ~< u ~< To) be a BESQ e 2'>(x), x > 0, killed when it hits 0 at 
time To. Note that Bessel squares for negative dimensions (when It e (0, 1)) are well 
defined provided they are absorbed when they hit 0. The following two assertions will 
be proved at the end of this section: 
(A) Condit ionally on {To = t} the process (Zu: 0 ~< u ~< t) is BESQ~+e:'(x,(I). 
(B) The random variables -M and To have the same distribution. 
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To conclude the proof  note that a Bessel square bridge BESQ¢(x, y) reversed from 
t is again a Bessel square bridge with x and y interchanged. This means that 
conditionally on {M=t}  the process (L(X; - s , r~) :  0~s~<-t )  is 
a BESQZ+2/"(x,0). But by (B) the random variables -M and To have the same 
distribution and (iii) follows. [] 
Remark. Part (ii) in the above theorem also follows from the observation that sliding 
together the positive excursions of X gives reflecting Brownian motion; see Yor (1992). 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let e = (es: s ~> 0) be the excursion process of ]Bf. Let 
Is = Z,~sL(eu; pu, Re) be the local time at level 0 of X up to local time s on the local 
time scale of the underlying reflecting BM, or in other words ~ = L(X;0,  Ts-). Let 
Sx = inf{s: ~ > x}. 
Note that M = - p[~.  The condition {L o = u, M = y), y < 0, is equivalent o the 
condition {Sx = - y/p, ~ y/, = u} and hence the excursions process (e~: 0 ~< s < - y/p) 
is conditioned on {~_y/, = u} and the law ofes~ is the It6 excursion law conditioned on 
{L(e; --y/p, R~) > x -- u). It also follows that (es: 0 <<. s < - y/p) and % are condi- 
tionally independent given {Sx =-  y/p,~_y/u = u} by independence properties of 
Poisson point process of excursions. The assertions (i) and (iii) follow by translating 
these claims about the excursion process back to statements about the process X. 
To prove (ii) define for an excursion Tw = sup{t: e(t) = w}. Excursions are revers- 
ible from their lifetimes, so the distribution of(e(Tw -- s): 0 ~< s ~< Tw) condit ioned on 
{Tw < co}, is that of a BM started from w and run until it hits 0; see Rogers and 
Will iams (1987). Hence, given {L(e;w, Re)>X-U},  the process (e(Tw--s) :  
0 ~< s ~< T~) is BM started at w run until it hits 0 condit ioned on {L(B; w, To) > x - u) 
where To is the hitting time of 0 for B. To conclude note the following intuitively plain 
assertion: Let B be BM started at w > 0 and condition on {L(B; w, To)> x -  u} 
where To is the hitting time of 0. By shifting the path of B by the random time it takes 
to accrue local time L(B; w, To) - (x - u) one obtains a BM started at w run until it 
hits 0 condit ioned on {L(B; w, To) = x - u). A formal proof  follows easily by excur- 
sion theory. Since (X(~ - s): 0 ~< s ~< r~ - p) condit ioned on{L o = u, M = y} is just 
this shifted path (iii) follows. []  
It remains to prove the two assertions (A) and (B) that were used in the proof  of 
Theorem 2.4. The first assertion is known and relies on time reversal. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume 6 < 2. Let Z be BESQ6(x) for x > 0 and let To be the hittin9 time 
of O: T o=in f{s :  Zs=0}.  Conditionally on {To=t} ,  the process (Zs: O <~ s <, t) is 
a BESQ~-~(x, 0). 
Proof. It is known, see Sharpe (1980), that the process Z = (Zro-t: 0 <~ s <~ To) is 
a BESQ4-6(0) run until it last leaves x at Lx = sup{t: Zt = x}. 
It is furthermore known, see P i tman and Yor (1981), that conditionally on {Lx = t) 
the process (Zs: 0 ~< s ~< t) is BESQ4-6(0, x). The assertion of the lemma now follows 
because reversing a Bessel square bridge from t just reverses x and 0. [] 
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Recall that the process ({s: s >~ 0) is defined as {, = ~ ..... L(e,;Ftu, R(e,,)). 
Lemma 2.6. The random variables -M  = - inf{X,: 0 ~< t ~< rx} and To = inf 
It: Y, = 0} where Y is BESQ 2 2/U(x) are equal in law. 
Proof. Let (e~;s >~ 0) be the excursion process of IBI. The two-dimensional point 
process with points at (s, L(e; i~s, Re)) is Poisson because it is an image of the excursion 
process. The mean measure m of this process restricted to (0, ~)2 is given by 
m(ds, d/) = (2pes z) 'e-~/2U~dsd/. i4) 
To prove (4) recall that for an excursion e the conditional aw of (e(T~ + s): s >~ 0), 
given {T_ < oc,} where now T: = inf{t: e(0 = z}, is the law of BM started at z and run 
until it hits 0. By the first Ray-Kn ight  theorem the total local time at level z accrued 
by BM started at z before it hits 0 is exponential ly distributed with parameter 1/(2:). 
Therefore, given that an excursion reaches level z, the total local time accrued at level 
: will have the same distribution. On the other hand, it is known that 
n(T:  < ~,) = 1/z. Combining these two computat ions gives the density given in 14). 
The Laplace transform of ~_~ is hence given by 
E(e ~~' )=exp( - fm.~)×~0, ,  (1 -e -~~)m(du,  dl)) 
1 1/J~ 
This means that ~ ~ F(1/tz, l/(2/~s)). But 
P( -M > t)= P(~,/, < x) 
= P(t~l/, < x) 
= P(x/~l/,, > t) 
or, in other words, -1 /M ~ F(1/l~,X/2). 
On the other hand, it is known, see Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 430), that the law of 
1~To is F(I/tL, x/2 ). 
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